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Sometimes I Never Suffered, the seventh collection
from multi-award winning poet Shane McCrae which
was shortlisted for the T.S. Eliot Prize in 2020, spans
theology, history, politics, socio-economics, race and
justice refracted through the points of view of two
protagonists travelling in opposite directions: the
hastily assembled angel who tumbles to earth,
expelled from heaven by his fellow suspicious angels
and who “thinks/ He must be more like God than
people are/ Especially because he like God can’t/
Choose to be less like God”; and Jim Limber, the
mixed-race adopted son of Confederate president
Jefferson Davis who, after realising that heaven is
not that much different from a hellish earth, wanders
through the afterlife at “a nexus at which the many

heavens of the multiverse converge.” These many
heavens consist of subverted/disrupted/reimagined
events from the Old Testament that ask pointed
questions about how American social constructs,
religious and otherwise, can also be interpreted as
the freedom to oppress others. Very early on in the
book Jim Limber states:

I think now more than half
Of life is death but I can’t die
Enough for all the life I see

That quotation is indicative of what the book is
trying to do and is reiterated in different ways
throughout, including an epigraph by Louis
MacNeice that introduces the second and third
sections – “If you want to die you will have to pay for
it.” In interviews McCrae insists that he was writing
about heaven but to sum it up baldly, this is a book
that is overwhelmingly about death. There’s no
contemplating the temporally unbound
phantasmagoria of imperfect heavens without the
earthly reality of death itself. This, at least, is one
interpretation of the collection’s intriguing title which
doesn’t fully release its meaning, even after reading
from cover to cover, but does convey some of the
horror, injustice, vulnerability, inequality and other
oppressions that Limber endured or the Angel
witnessed on earth. It’s awe-inspiring how McCrae
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manages to adeptly layer so much complexity into
verses that not only cleave to strict metrical
measures but allow space for the poet’s
experimentation with formatting.

The foreword explains that this book is the third part
of a larger poem that started in one of McCrae’s
previous books, In the Language of My Captor, and
continued in The Gilded Auction Block’s The Hell
Poem. McCrae’s stuttering style – its many caesuras,
incantatory repetitions, lack of punctuation,
attention to meter and surprising line breaks – has
migrated from previous books and, here, feels like
utterance rather than simply marks on a page. It
creates a sense of disrupting the status quo, fitting
for subject matter that troubles America’s sense of
itself. That layering and complicating of meaning is
itself in conversation with a vaster literary tradition
and poetic imagination that obviously references
Dante, Milton and Wordsworth with all its references
to clouds. And not so obviously even references
Garth Ennis’s graphic novel and subsequent TV
series, Preacher, which follows the journeys of a man
trying to find God who has abandoned heaven in the
wake of a coupling between a demon and an angel.

The cycle of life and death is at the heart of Sarah
Westcott’s second collection Bloom too but is much
more terrestrial and aerial in this incarnation than
McCrae’s tussle between what it means to live on
earth while reaching for the divine. This is the realm
of nature – there is a plethora of birds and flowers
here – but it feels wrong or inadequate to simply call
Westcott a nature or eco poet because those ring-
fenced terms don’t account for how these eerie and
sensuous poems operate beyond the flora and fauna
that make up their content. Westcott is really
interested in how we, human beings, can resemble
other facets of nature. Water, for instance, is a major
motif in the collection and is sometimes the purveyor
of a surprising erotic charge that pops up in poems
like Man. The poem Pigeons, which wheels between
that universal common denominator (water) and
something that is peculiarly human (language),
illustrates that we are at once the movement of

water, a bird in flight and beings that can parse
narratives for meaning. The poem, in conclusion,
even goes so far as to ask “would you like to see
everything all at once?” The first stanza of Mid-life,
illustrative of Westcott’s preoccupation with the
female body and female solitude (there are clues to
this in the titles e.g. Deflower, Breast, Cherries, Iron
Baby and Fair Maids of February) in all their
multivariance, seems to respond to that question:

There are parts of our bodies we will never know.

The soul, animate,

needs a body to rove in the animal way
as buds split with the violence of dawn.

There’s also a concern to attach modernity to
antiquity so time itself is co-opted into this linking of
all things that can be considered to be alive in
Spring Fragments. So much so that even the marks
made by modern machines are rendered into
something almost sentient that echoes the organic
root of life: “I see one aeroplane/ the contrails break
into genetic code/ chromosomes opening into
further forms/ up the cow parsley comes/ I pick a
crust of lichen off the roof/ try to inhabit two truths
at once.”

So Westcott’s poems seek to collapse the differences
between human and non-human entities in order to
show how human beings can contain multitudes in
tiny frames of space such as in Breast where the
speaker is “tucked away/ as an egg’s contents or a
bladder’s gold hoard.” They also want to close the
gap between what a thing is and what it represents
across time. Or to put it another way, Westcott’s
poems are yearning for a time “when form and
perception were, once, the same” (Beauty).

All that communion is not without its fraught
moments. Sometimes it’s narcissistic and confusing
as in the second section of the opening poem
Apples. At other times it contains the idea of
ancestors as still living breathing things as in the
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elegiac Abigail in which the speaker dreams of her
own dead mother who finds:

her mother open-armed other mothers waiting
for all the lost children to lay their soft heads

down.

Overrun by Wild Boars, the debut poetry collection
from British Latinx poet Maia Elsner, who was born in
London to Mexican and Polish Jewish parents, is all
the more startling, in the best possible way, when
you realise that Elsner has only been writing poetry
for the last three years. In the intervening time, she
has been shortlisted for the 2019 White Review
Poetry Prize and the 2020 Martin Crawford Prize for
Poetry, and was commended for the 2020 Geoff
Stevens Poetry Prize. If this is what she can
accomplish as a neophyte and in so little time, it
really bodes incredibly great things for her future
poetic output.

With that in mind, it’s then fair to say that this debut
collection doesn’t quite land all its vaulting ambition
(mainly because there isn’t quite enough self-
excavation) to seamlessly tie together all the poet’s
explicitly stated concerns and the subtextual
undertow that arises out of those: the belonging to
multiple places, faiths, languages, histories and
mythologies, the quest for resolution in the
aftermath of oppression and trauma, the interlocking
legacies of colonial exploitation, capitalist extraction
and genocide, the nature of intergenerational
memory. To capture all of that coherently is a tall
order. To encompass this across multiple time
frames, some within the poet’s own life, requires
temporal leapfrogging that Elsner adroitly tackles in
elegies, ghazals, sestinas, sonnets and other
wonderfully clarified poems inspired by art,
architecture and the colour red.

In fact, the colour red and/or an allusion to it
suffuses the collection so much that when a poem
lacks this particular hue it’s noticeable and you
wonder how conscious the poet was of incorporating
it. It’s possible to parse all the poems in the book by

tracking what the colour red is doing in each of
them. It’s telegraphed very clearly in the title of the
opening poem, Cochineal Wings, which manages to
exquisitely and deceptively navigate powerful
emotions and big themes within its small, crisp
frame, tracing what remains – literally and
metaphorically – of a matrilineal bloodline. Other
poems refer to menstrual blood, red herons, coral,
red gypsum, bauxite, crushed limbs, and their moods
are by turn angry, accusatory, raw. In Return, the
speaker literally blacks out after seeing red lights as
she recounts all the ways (and colours) by which
personal, familial and communal histories have been
ransacked by colonialism and capitalism. Ultimately,
Elsner’s ability to reconcile the pain of history with a
sense of renewal makes this a highly affecting debut.

Dzifa Benson is a multi-disciplinary artist whose
work intersects science, art, language, the body and
ritual. She is a Jerwood Compton Poetry Fellow for
2021/2022.
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